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A novel sample holder is introduced which allows for temperature dependent soft
x-ray absorption spectroscopy of liquids in transmission mode. The setup is based on
sample cells with x-ray transmissive silicon nitride windows. A cooling circuit allows
for temperature regulation of the sample liquid between -10 C and +50 C. The
setup enables to record soft x-ray absorption spectra of liquids in transmission mode
with a temperature resolution of 0:5K and better. Reliability and reproducibility of
the spectra are demonstrated by investigating the characteristic temperature-induced
changes in the oxygen K-edge x-ray absorption spectrum of liquid water. These are
compared to the corresponding changes in the oxygen K-edge spectra from x-ray
Raman scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The most important liquid on earth, water, is of particular scientic interest. Liquid water
is involved in most chemical reactions and it exhibits more macroscopic anomalies than any
other liquid1. Since the intermolecular forces in water are mainly due to hydrogen bonding,
the complex microscopic structure of the hydrogen-bonding network is seen as the key for
an understanding of the properties of water. Most of water's anomalies manifest themselves
in peculiar macroscopic behavior under temperature change. Changes of its local structure
are suspected to be responsible for these peculiarities and, therefore, experimental tools
for temperature dependent investigations are needed to ultimately explain its macroscopic
peculiarities.
Oxygen (O) K-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been established as a valu-
able probe of hydrogen bonding in liquid water2{10. XAS provides an element-, chemical site-
and symmetry-specic probe of the unoccupied valence-electronic structure11,12. Therefore,
temperature dependent XAS is expected to give valuable insight into the temperature eects
in water.
Of the dierent methods to record x-ray absorption spectra (XA spectra) of light elements
the most direct way is transmission mode XAS. In great dierence to all other techniques,
transmission mode XAS measures the absorption cross section directly via a primary pro-
cess. It therefore provides high photon eciency and leads to high-quality spectra. The
most widely used alternative techniques of total uorescence yield (TFY) and total electron
electron yield (TEY) on the other hand detect the emission of the sample that arises from
the decay of the core hole induced by the incident photon. The measurement of such sec-
ondary processes leads to conceptional problems such as, for TFY, low photon eciency,
self-absorption and saturation eects13,14.
Yet another way to record XA spectra of water is hard x-ray Raman scattering (XRS)3,12,15{17.
This technique uses keV photons for inelastic scattering o the sample. The comparably
large penetration depth of keV photons makes XRS an ideal tool to study water at high
temperatures3,16, high pressures or a combination of both17{20. XRS spectra only agree with
XAS in the so called dipole limit of small momentum transfer21. At an energy resolution
of  0:25 eV as required for O K-edge spectroscopy of water the corresponding small cross
section for XRS often implies comparably low signal-to-noise ratios compared to XAS.
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When applying XAS to liquid samples in general or to water in particular a major chal-
lenge is to combine the typically high vapor pressure of the liquid with the high absorbance
of soft x-rays in matter. Techniques to overcome this challenge are based on the use of
liquid jets in vacuum4,22{26 and cells with x-ray transmissive membranes8,10,15,27{34. Liquid
jets are used for TFY and electron-yield-based XAS. Currently, the only technique to per-
form transmission mode XAS on liquid samples is to use cells with a thickness below 1 m.
Yang and Kirz 28 were the rst to successfully implement transmission mode XAS on liquid
water by enclosing the liquid in a thin cell with two x-ray transmissive silicon nitride (Si3N4)
membranes, which then was placed in an evacuated chamber. This technique has been used
and further developed since then for transmission mode XAS by various groups8,15,27,29,30,35.
Such cells have also been applied recently to electron diraction36. Temperature dependent
transmission mode XAS however, has, to the best of our knowledge, not been reported yet.
The question arises whether, based on the successful application of silicon-nitride based cells
for temperature dependent IR studies in transmission mode37, such cells can also be used
for temperature dependent transmission mode XAS.
We introduce here a novel silicon-nitride based sample holder for temperature dependent
transmission mode XAS based on our previous design for transmission mode XAS described
in Schreck et al. 27 . The high-quality XA spectra recorded with this setup allow for resolving
small temperature eects in the O K-edge absorption spectra of liquid water. These are
compared to the temperature eects in the recently published O K-edge spectra recorded
with XRS.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The setup described here represents an extension of the setup reported by Schreck et al. 27 .
All details related to general instrumentation can be found there.
A. Sample Holder
The sample holder allows for temperature control of the liquid sample which is kept in
a silicon-nitride based sample cell. The sample holder is depicted in detail in Figure 1 and
consists of two separate parts that are shown in Figure 1(a) with the sample cell [yellow
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in Figure 1(a)] placed in between. The sample cell is briey described in section II B. A
photograph of the mounted sample holder is shown in Figure 1(b) with sample and cooling
in- and outlets, one of the temperature sensors and the incident x-ray beam. The sample
holder is made from copper to assure sucient heat conductance. Figure 1(c) depicts several
cuts through the 3D model of the sample holder. Two conical bores [see cut L-L in Figure
1(c)] clear the way to the membrane windows of the sample cell.
The novel temperature control of the sample cell is realized via a 4mm cooling channel
that goes through the sample holder [cut K-K in Figure 1(c)]. To transport the cooling
liquid from the chiller outside the vacuum through liquid feedthroughs into the vacuum
chamber and to the sample holder, two pipes are soldered directly to the sample holder.
The cooling system allows a liquid ow of approximately 3 L/min. The comparably high ow
enables a cooling time of approximately 2min/K at 23 C and 20min/K at 4 C. Once reached,
the temperature of the sample holder and that of the sample has proven to be identical to
within 0:25K (see section I C).
B. Sample Cell
The sample cell is identical to the one described in Schreck et al. 27 . To summarize briey,
it consists of two lithographically-made silicon-based parts each with a 100 nm-thick silicon
nitride membrane at the center. In Figure 1(d) the upper part (left) and a cut view of
the complete sample cell (right) are shown. Gold spacers create a 500 nm sample channel
between the two silicon nitride membranes. The in- and outlet ports are connected to the
vacuum pumps to allow for control of the sample thickness and to remove air bubbles that
may have accumulated while mounting the sample27.
C. Experimental Arrangement
The sample holder is mounted on an xyz-manipulator in the center of a standard vacuum
chamber27. A pinhole can be placed in front of the sample holder to reduce the diameter of
the incoming x-ray beam on the sample and thus, reduce eects of sample inhomogeneities,
if needed. To detect the photon intensity a GaAsP diode (Hamamatsu, model G-112704)
is moved into the x-ray beam behind the sample holder. The pinhole, the sample holder,
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Figure 1: (a) The two parts of the sample holder including the sample cell (yellow)
sandwiched in between. (b) Photograph of the sample holder as it is mounted in the
chamber. (c) 3D model of the sample holder shown with three cut views. (d) Left: 3D
model of the upper part of the sample cell. Right: Cut view of the complete sample cell
(taken from Schreck et al. 27).
and the diode (each placed on separate xyz-manipulators) are aligned with respect to the
incident x-ray beam. All components can separately be removed from the optical path.
The temperature sensor ["t-sensor", red arrow in Figure 1(b)] can be attached at the
outside of the holder or directly at the sample cell. Since the temperature was found to be
identical within the uncertainty of 0:25K inside and at dierent positions on the outside
surface of the sample holder it is assumed that the measured temperature is equal to that
of the sample liquid. The blue and green arrows in Figure 1(b) illustrate the ow of the
sample and the cooling liquid, respectively. The cooling liquid is owed continuously, also
during data acquisition to guarantee temperature stability to within 0.25K. In contrast,
no ow of the sample liquid can be realized during measurement due to the small liquid
channel cross sections. Instead, the sample can be slowly pushed back and forth to adjust
the sample thickness and to remove air bubbles from the membrane windows if necessary.
Radiation damage of the membranes or the sample as recently described38 are not observed
for bulk liquids with our set up due to the comparably low photon density of the employed
x-ray beams (see section IID). Thus, sample ow during measurement is not needed.
D. Data Acquisition
The data for this work were collected at the dipole beamline PM3 at the synchrotron
light source BESSY II of Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin in single bunch mode. Although the
photon ux is much lower here than at an undulator beamline in multi-bunch mode it is
high enough for measurements in transmission mode. At the same time, radiation damage38
is avoided. The beamline uses a plane grating monochromator with a 1221lines/mm grating.
The exit slit was set to 87 µm and a cff value of 1.4 was used to minimize contributions of
higher-order light from the monochromator27,30. With these settings, the bandwidth of the
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incoming photons was E  0:25 eV at 535 eV.
A transmission spectrum of the sample is obtained by dividing the diode current measured
behind the sample cell lled with the sample liquid by that measured behind an empty sample
cell. Using Lambert-Beer's law one obtains an absorption spectrum of the measured sample.
We present two types of O K-edge absorption spectra of liquid water here. For comparison
of relative intensities of spectral features and for comparison with previous measurements
we show spectra with relative intensities in arbitrary units. As the absorption measured
in transmission depends on the sample thickness, these spectra need to be normalized in
order to make spectra of dierent sample thicknesses and temperatures comparable. We
found that our spectra do not depend considerably on whether normalized to the area
between 530 eV and 550 eV (area normalization) or whether normalized to the edge-jump at
600 eV (edge-jump normalization). Consistent with most previously published water O K-
edge absorption spectra, we use area normalization for the absorption spectra with relative
intensities in arbitrary units.
In addition we show O K-edge absorption spectra of liquid water displaying the (absolute)
absorption cross section and its variation with temperature. The absorption cross section is
independent of the sample thickness and the sample density, which makes it an appropriate
quantity to extract temperature eects that are related to changes in the electronic structure
of the sample. The absorption cross section was obtained from the measured transmission
spectra by comparing one of the spectra in a given temperature series with the tabulated
transmission far above the O K-edge (at  600 eV)39. In this way the sample thickness
was determined and the absolute cross section could be calculated. As the absorption cross
section of liquid water is independent of temperature at this energy far above the edge, all
other spectra could be normalized to the same value there instead of determining the sample
thickness for each spectrum separately (edge-jump normalization).
The O K-edge spectrum of liquid water exhibits the near edge x-ray absorption ne
structure (NEXAFS) between 530 eV and 550 eV. Its characteristic features include a pre-
edge peak at 535 eV, a main-edge at about 538 eV and a post-edge region between 540 eV
and 542 eV. Energy calibration of the XA spectra is done by setting the pre-edge peak in
the O K-edge of liquid water at ambient temperatures (23 C) to 535 eV2.
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Figure 2: O K-edge x-ray absorption spectra of liquid water at 6 and 23 C measured in
transmission mode. For each temperature two spectra measured on dierent sample cells
are compared. In (a) the full measured photon energy rage is shown. In (b) only the
NEXAFS region from 530 to 550 eV is shown. Spectra are normalized to the area between
530 eV and 550 eV (area normalization).
III. RESULTS
In order to demonstrate reliability and quality of the spectra measured with the new
setup, O K-edge XA spectra of liquid water at dierent temperatures are measured and
analyzed. Because the spectrum of liquid water is very well known and the preparation of
stable water samples is comparably easy, the O K-edge XA spectrum of liquid water is an
adequate benchmark test for the new sample holder.
A. Reproducibility and Quality of the Spectra
In Figure 2 XA spectra of liquid water at 6 C and 23 C are shown, where for each
temperature we compare two spectra measured on dierent sample cells. As can be seen,
the spectra match very well over the whole measured energy range [Figure 2(a)]. In the
NEXAFS region which is shown in detail in Figure 2(b) the 6 C spectra slightly deviate
from one another in the post-edge region. These deviations determine the uncertainty of the
spectra, which in general are measured on dierent sample thicknesses such as achieved on
dierent days or during dierent experimental campaigns. In contrast we associate actual
temperature eects to dierences between spectra within a given temperature series i.e.
measured during one day or directly after one another. As will be discussed in more detail
in section III B the observed temperature eects are much larger than the measurement
uncertainty. The spectra in Figure 2 demonstrate that it is meaningful to proceed now with
the investigation of temperature changes as the spectra measured here with the new sample
holder at room temperature agree well with previously published spectra27.
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Figure 3: Absorption cross section of liquid water around the O K-edge at 1.5, 23 and
39 C measured in transmission mode and the corresponding dierence spectra with
respect to 39 C. In (a) and (b) the full measured photon-energy range is shown. In (c)
and (d) only the NEXAFS region from 530 to 550 eV is shown. Spectra are normalized to
the edge-jump at 600 eV (edge-jump normalization).
Figure 4: Absorption cross section of liquid water around the O K-edge at 4.0, 4.5 and
5.0 C measured in transmission mode and the corresponding dierence spectra with
respect to 4.5 C. In (a) and (b) the full measured photon-energy range is shown. In (c)
and (d) only the NEXAFS region from 530 to 550 eV is shown. Spectra are normalized to
the edge-jump at 600 eV (edge-jump normalization).
B. Temperature Series
In order to study temperature eects in the O K-edge spectra of liquid water, series of
spectra in dierent temperature ranges were measured. We found that the sample thickness
changes when changing the temperature (it increases for increasing temperature). For large
temperature changes by, typically, 40K the sample thickness had to be adjusted to make sure
the sample would not become too thick or too thin. This can be easily done in the presented
set up by varying the He pressure in the chamber or by varying the pressure exerted by the
vacuum pumps connected to the sample liquid27. For small temperature changes of 10-20K
the thickness did not have to be adjusted as Lambert-Beer's law was applicable and the
spectra could be properly normalized to extract the temperature eects.
In the rst temperature series, depicted in Figure 3, absorption cross section spectra
for temperatures between 1.5 C and 39 C are shown in steps of  20 C as well as the
corresponding dierence spectra. As is shown in Figure 3, increasing temperature leads to
an increase of the pre-edge peak while the main-edge is suppressed. At the same time, both
the pre-edge peak and the main edge shift towards lower photon energies upon increasing
temperature. This leads to two dips in the dierence spectra at around 534.5 eV and 536 eV.
The post-edge region decreases with increasing temperature, which leads to a peak in the
dierence spectra around 542 eV. Temperature changes that can be reliably measured extend
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Figure 5: O K-edge x-ray absorption spectra of liquid water at temperatures of 1.5, 4.5,
8.8, 16, 23 and 39 C measured in transmission mode. The black spectrum superimposed
on each of the spectra is a copy of the 1.5 C spectrum. Spectra are normalized to the area
between 530 eV and 550 eV (area normalization).
Figure 6: O K-edge x-ray absorption spectra of liquid water measured in transmission
mode with the presented setup (XAS) [(a), top] and via hard x-ray Raman scattering
(XRS) as recently published by Nilsson et al. 12 [(a), bottom]. Spectra are normalized to
the area between 530 eV and 550 eV (area normalization). Corresponding dierence
spectra are displayed in (b) for XAS and (c) for XRS. In (c) the dots and thin lines
represent the connected points of the measured data and the thick solid lines represent the
smoothened data.
up to 560 eV.
The second temperature series, shown in Figure 4, depicts absorption cross section spectra
for temperatures between 4.0 C and 5.0 C in temperature steps of 0.5 C. Even for such
small temperature variations systematic spectral dierences are observed. Moreover, these
dierences seem to be similar to those observed for the larger temperature steps: Increasing
temperature leads to an increase of the pre-edge peak and a suppression of the main edge
and the post-edge. Both pre- and main-edge peaks are shifted towards lower energies albeit
with a smaller eect at 536 eV compared to 534.5 eV for the small temperature steps
compared to the large ones. The observed systematic and consistent variation of the spectra
for temperature steps of 0.5K veries that the set up reaches a temperature resolution of
0.5K and better.
IV. COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS STUDIES
The spectral changes in the O K-edge XA spectra upon temperature variation in liq-
uid water measured here with XAS in transmission mode are consistent with the changes
measured with XRS12,16. To substantiate this comparison we rst show a stacked-plot pre-
sentation of our spectra in a similar way to the presentation in Pylkkanen et al. 16 . Second,
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dierence spectra of certain temperatures are compared to XRS dierence spectra from
Nilsson et al. 12 .
In Figure 5 a stacked plot of liquid water XA spectra measured in transmission mode at
temperatures between 1.5 C and 39 C is shown. In the given representation in Figure 5
the behavior of the pre-edge, main-edge and post-edge regions as described in section III B
can be easily veried. The changes agree very well with the ones reported in Pylkkanen
et al. 16 . However, it is noted that in the XRS measurements of Pylkkanen et al. 16 (spectra
between 1.6 C and 43 C) the main-edge enhances with increasing temperature in contrast
to what is observed here. In combination with the decrease of the post edge with increasing
temperature this results in an intersection of the 1.6 C spectra with each of the higher
temperature spectra at around 539 eV16. In the spectra presented here, this intersection
occurs already at energies around 537 eV. The comparison in Figure 5 still demonstrates
the high quality of the temperature dependent O K-edge XA spectra of water enabled by
the novel setup. Compared to the corresponding state of the art XRS measurements by
Pylkkanen et al. 16 , higher signal to noise ratios and higher resolutions can be achieved with
a comparably simple set up at a comparably low soft x-ray ux of a dipole beamline in
single-bunch mode. We note, though, that with XRS extreme temperatures and pressures
can be reached in contrast to the presented approach17{20.
Figure 6(a) depicts our XA spectra (top) and XRS spectra from Nilsson et al. 12 (bottom)
for comparable temperatures. The respective dierence spectra are shown in Figure 6(b) and
(c). Qualitatively and as for the comparison to Pylkkanen et al. 16 , our transmission mode
XA spectra and the the XRS spectra in Nilsson et al. 12exhibit similar temperature eects.
However, marked dierences are apparent when comparing the spectra quantitatively. We
rst note that the XA and XRS spectra in (a) are normalized to the same area and the
respective dierences are displayed on the same scale facilitating detailed comparison. The
amplitudes in the 39 C  23 C XA dierence spectrum cannot be compared to the 60 C 
22 C XRS dierence spectrum due to the dierent temperature ranges. The shape of
the curves, however, is very similar. We observe a large discrepancy when comparing the
4 C  23 C XA dierence spectrum with the 4 C  22 C XRS dierence spectrum. Both
the shape of the curves including relative peaks heights and the intersection of the spectra
(root of the dierences) and the magnitude of the eects are very dierent. While an
intersection is found at 537 eV in our transmission mode XAS data, it is located at 539 eV
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in the XRS dierence spectrum. Another root is located at 545 eV for both the XA and the
XRS dierence spectra.
The observed discrepancies between the O K-edge XRS and XA dierence spectra could
be due to uncertainties related to the XRS spectra such as the removal of background (due
to Compton scattering e.g.) and the inuence of non-dipole contributions. The smoothing of
the noisier XRS spectra in addition hampers more detailed comparison. Note though, that it
cannot be fully ruled out that our transmission mode XA spectra suer from small remaining
inhomogeneity eects or the inuence of remaining higher-order light contributions. Because
of our careful preparation of the liquid samples and the consistency checks done in the rst
part, however, we do not believe that this can explain the observed dierences. More
detailed comparative measurements at the same temperatures and over wider temperature
ranges could help understanding the discrepancies between the observed temperature eects
in XA and XRS spectra.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A novel setup for temperature dependent x-ray absorption spectroscopy of liquid samples
for measurements in transmission mode is introduced. Its functionality and the reliability of
the measured x-ray absorption spectra are shown for liquid water. Spectra were recorded at
temperatures from 1.5 C to 39 C. The high sensitivity to small spectral dierences reached
with this setup guarantees a temperature resolution of  0:5K which is, to the best of our
knowledge, unprecedented. The measured spectra exhibit characteristic behavior upon tem-
perature variation. When temperature is increased, the pre-edge peak in the O K-edge x-ray
absorption spectrum of liquid water increases whereas the main-edge decreases. At the same
time, both pre-edge peak and main-edge shift towards lower photon energies for increasing
temperature and the post-edge region is suppressed. This observed behavior is qualitatively
consistent with that from recently published x-ray Raman scattering measurements. The
recognized deviations between x-ray absorption spectroscopy and x-ray Raman scattering
results could be due to remaining uncertainties of the dierent methods. The high quality
of the transmission mode x-ray absorption spectra and the precise temperature control of
the setup enable measuring temperature eects in steps of 0.5K and below. In addition, the
setup could allow for studying the temperature dependence of other bulk liquids or solvated
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species with x-ray absorption spectroscopy in transmission mode.
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